Our students are at the center of all we do

As the University of Louisville implements plans related to the Coronavirus (COVID-19), we have undertaken extensive measures to keep our students, staff, and faculty safe. However, as we do our best to fulfill our educational mission and help our students complete the semester, we are particularly concerned that many of our most vulnerable students will be impacted in unexpected ways and may require additional support, both academic and financial:

- There will be an increased demand on the campus Cardinal Cupboard food pantry.
- Some students will not have the technology to take their classes remotely or online.
- Students returning from trips abroad will have unanticipated costs and will need financial assistance with lodging and changing tickets.
- Students will need assistance due to reduced work hours.

Approximately 40% of our students are PELL Grant eligible which demonstrates their underlying need for support. Please consider contributing to the Student Emergency Fund so that we can ensure that our students who encounter difficult circumstances can receive the critical support they need.

MAKE A GIFT here: https://securelb.imodules.com/s/1157/19/fdn/form.aspx?id=1157&gid=1&pgid=1003&cid=1865&dids=32&authkey=hL3yfD6Wz9Qbx45OW%2f2YFUCuVIdVBaB2b%2b2RL0VwocQ%2fhKn61NlpBQ%3d%3d

Now is the time to come together as a community of care, the first of our Cardinal principles. If you know students who are in need, please encourage them to reach out to us for assistance.

Thank you for your consideration of support of our students.
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